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CHINLINK INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS LIMITED
(HKSE Stock Code: 0997)
Chinlink Awarded “Green Office” and “Better World Company” Labels
Recognition of the Effort to “Green” the Office
[11 November 2016 - Hong Kong] Chinlink International Holdings Limited (“Chinlink”, HKSE Stock
Code: 0997) participated in the Green Office Awards Labelling Scheme (“GOALS”) organised by
World Green Organisation (“WGO”) and is pleased to announce that Chinlink was awarded the
WGO’s “Green Office” Label and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (“UNSDG”)
“Better World Company” Label presented by Junior Chamber International Hong Kong, the core
supporting organization of the GOALS at the Autumn 2016 GOALS Awards Presentation
Ceremony on 11 November 2016 (Today).
WGO is an independent non-governmental organisation concerned with environmental conservation
and environmentally related livelihood and economic affairs. In order to raise local business’
awareness on the global environmental challenges addressed in UNSDG, WGO first initiated a
programme of GOALS in 2013, the objectives of the programme were to recognize the companies
who had made efforts to implement environmental protection measures in their office, to educate the
Hong Kong businesses on environmental protection and sustainability, so as to facilitate them to
improve their office environment and to help them evaluate their environmental footprint. Under
GOALS, there are all together 150 feasible green criteria which have been grouped into the following
9 categories: Energy savings, Water savings, Waste reduction, Paper/Printing saving, Green
procurement, IT use and disposal, Transportation, Education and awareness, and Green innovation.
Chinlink performed satisfactorily in Energy savings, Waste reduction and Paper/Printing saving
categories, and this is the first time of Chinlink being awarded.
During the past years, Chinlink and its subsidiaries (collectively the “Group”) has been devoted in
implementing green office measures in operations to reduce carbon emission. Started from
fundamental actions such as double sided printing, paper reusing and recycling, unnecessary
electronic equipment shuts down when leaving office, use of Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)

certified paper on corporate publications, etc., the Group also extended the effort in arousing the
staff’s awareness on environmental protection in the ways of incorporating green elements in various
social service activities, inviting staff to participate in green workshops and sharing green ideas in
corporate newsletters and posters, etc.
Mr. Siu Wai Yip, Executive Director of Chinlink, commented, “We are truly honoured that Chinlink is
awarded the two meaningful labels - ‘Green Office’ Label and ‘Better World Company’ Label, in
recognising the Group’s long-term commitment and effort on environmental conservation. As a
socially responsible company, Chinlink believes that every company has a part to play in the society,
especially in this exigently infected moment of our earth. The Group will undoubtedly continue to
implement green measures which comply with the Green Office General Principle in the future,
contributing the environment.”

Ms. Joanne Lee, Corporate Development and Communications Director of
Chinlink International Holdings Limited (Centre), represented Chinlink to receive
the trophy and certificate of “Green Office” Label and “Better World Company” Label.
– End –

About Chinlink International Holdings Limited
Chinlink International Holdings Limited is a listed company on the Main Board of Hong Kong Stock
Exchange (Stock Code: 0997). Chinlink is an alternative finance service provider integrating logistics
services into finance services to offer a comprehensive and unique financing platform, optimizing the
supply chain cash flow and efficiency for the small and medium-sized enterprises in China and Hong
Kong. For business particulars, please visit www.chinlinkint.com.
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